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Many have speculated about the evolution of the market for MDM/EMM as BYOD 
has taken hold in corporations. Will it expand or shrink? Little real data existed – 
until now. To find out what is happening in the enterprise, we recently conducted a 
comprehensive Enterprise Mobile Management survey of 300 organizations in 
North America to quantitatively and qualitatively assess their strategies, directions 
and implementations. Among the many questions that we asked, we inquired about 
actual devices, functions and vendors deployed. We also inquired about the 
current deployment and growth of mobile workforce devices being managed. While 
some have indicated a slowing of the market for device management, based on the 
data we obtained we see no indication that is the case at least over the next 3 
years. Indeed, our respondents indicated a substantial growth of devices being 
managed under EMM, even though they indicated the actual number of devices 
managed is well under 50% of the total deployed. 
 
To assess the potential for growth, we asked our respondents to indicate the 
percentage of their current workplace devices being managed, as well as what 
they expected to have under management in 1 year and in 3 years. While we 
expected the numbers to grow, we were a bit surprised by the rate of growth that 
these organizations indicated. Figure 1 shows the grow rates for 1 year and 3 
years. It indicates a major increase from the current quantity of devices under 
management. The analysis indicated that smartphones under management will 
grow by 27.3% in the next year, and by 55.8% in 3 years. 
 
Figure1: Growth rate of workforce Smartphones being managed by EMM 
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We also inquired about the quantities of tablets being deployed and managed. And 
while the number of tablets being managed is less than those of smartphones, as 
might be expected given the relatively smaller number of tablet users, it too is 
expected to grow substantially. Respondents indicated a growth rate of 22.1% in 1 
year and 48.3% in 3 years of tablets being managed. Here too we saw significantly 
less than 50% of tablets currently deployed being managed by an EMM solution. 
 
Clearly companies are planning to increase the number of devices that will be 
included in EMM solutions they are implementing. But this may not directly equate 
to increased sales for EMM vendors. Many companies “overbought” licenses 
initially and are now clearing their internal inventory and applying those licenses to 
their devices. But the trend in managed devices is clearly up which is good news to 
EMM vendors. What’s troubling is the relatively small share of deployed devices 
actually under management, leaving a large percentage of devices (and corporate 
data) potentially vulnerable. 

 
Our respondents also indicated they will be rolling out additional components of 
EMM suites that are not currently being used (more specific data on features and 
functions being considered can be found in the study). This is an indication that 
cost per user will actually increase over the coming years (something our 
respondents quantified in the study). All of this is good news for EMM solutions 
vendors, as the growth rates indicate an expanding market. However, it was also 
clear from the study that market consolidation will continue with enterprises 
favoring the larger vendors with more comprehensive solutions. And scorecard 
reports obtained in the study for some of the vendors indicate that their customers 
do not consider them as strategic, nor necessarily pleased with their selection. 
 
Bottom Line: The market for EMM solutions is both growing and evolving, with 
more seats under management in the future, and more features and functions of 
the suites being rolled out. But our study indicates that the market will continue to 
be turbulent and one where vendor loyalty will be a mixed bag at best. 

“…HP, once it spins off 

the PC and printers into 

its own entity, is 

positioning itself to 

become more than just a 

commodity supplier of 

me-too systems. … 

HP: What’s old is new again 

HP is splitting up – something we suggested they do over two years ago. But better 
late than never. It is being split into HP Enterprise to focus on the big iron and 
software/services product lines, and HP Inc. focused on the PC and printer 
markets. Does this bode well for the new HP Inc to recover some lost luster? 
 
HP’s printing business, once a way for it to essentially “mint money” through its 
supplies business, has been lackluster of late. And its place in a PC market where 
margins are rare and truly innovative products are rarer still has been better of late, 
but not up to where it once was. Much of what money the excellent cash flow 
producer of printer supplies business had been siphoned off to pay for some of the 
excesses (and bad investments) of the combined company (e.g., Autonomy). With 
the split, HP Inc will be able to “eat what they kill” as one executive stated recently.  
 
The influx of cash hopefully translates into a reinvigoration of the engineering 
prowess and thought leadership HP was once known for. Innovation, and not focus 
on commodity “turn the crank” markets with no margins is where HP need to go, 
and management has indicated that is exactly what it plans to do. It will 
concentrate on the commercial segments and high end of consumer, where there 
is profit to be made. If HP can achieve real differentiation and margins, that is a 
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good place to be. That is the strategy HP is going after. And add the enterprise 
computing services many of their customers already get (and staying with the HP 
Inc side), and you have a complete package that others (including Apple) can’t 
provide (although Apple is trying with its IBM partnership). HP’s real competition for 
business users is Lenovo and Dell, and that is who they are targeting with these 
announcements. 
 
We expect HP to concentrate on new/emerging markets. 3D and perceptual 
computing are the next phase of personal computing systems, and Sprout gives 
HP a venue to experiment and refine the technology. We expect to see much of 
the technology currently in Sprout trickle down into more volume-centric products 
over the next 1-2 years, and especially in enterprise-class offerings, thus 
leveraging the move to perceptual computing. This will further drive an app 
ecosystem that makes the hardware attractive to more users for more functions. 
Couple that with a 3D output capability to create real world printed objects (MultiJet 
Technology) and we’ll wonder how we ever got along in two dimensions. Starting 
with a premium 3D printer product and water-falling down into lower cost products 
will allow HP to establish itself as a leader in the space, and likely create a position 
that will give it the same level of market ownership it once had in ink jet and laser 
printers. 
 
Although HP lacked focus and any real market share in the mobile device 
revolution, we expect that not to be the case going forward in the Internet of 
Things, especially in the enterprise. We expect HP to take a leadership position in 
the Enterprise of Things (EoT) (see our previous report on this) over the next 2-3 
years, as enterprises search not only for appropriate devices, but also for ways to 
manage and integrate these devices into corporate systems and workflows.  
 
Bottom Line: HP, once it spins off the PC and printers into its own entity, is 
positioning itself to become more than just a commodity supplier of me-too 
systems. It’s not yet clear if it can succeed in differentiating itself significantly from 
Dell, Lenovo, etc., but its new technology direction and profitable markets focus 
makes us optimistic it can. HP’s ability to innovate and differentiate is critical to its 
long term success. 

The APIs have it 
With mobility and IoT/EoT, enterprises need to focus on devices first and not the 
apps first. But with so many different device types, platforms and interface 
methods, it’s becoming increasingly difficult to create a viable “any mobile device” 
strategy. Indeed, many companies have decided that mobile app development is 
just too hard to do for so many different platforms, and have delayed deployments 
or not deployed in more than a limited way. With the expected increase in all forms 
of mobile devices driven by IoT over the next 3-5 years, this is a challenge that 
needs to be addressed. 
 
Mobile Backend as a Service (MBaaS) was designed to provide a next generation 
MEAP functions that separates the front end design (UI) from the back end system 
integration efforts. This is accomplished by providing a uniform middleware 
platform to connect to the apps running on the devices in a standardized way, and 
a methodology to develop back end APIs for connecting to corporate systems 
(e.g., CRM, ERP). First generation MEAPs (e.g., SAP, IBM) have been around for 
a decade, but their use has been limited by the difficulty in deploying both the 
MEAP and apps running on them, as well as their proprietary nature. Further, the 
promise of near universal device support never really materialized. 

“…As we rapidly 

approach a world of EoT, 

it is imperative that 

companies focus not 

only on the mobile app at 

the front end client, but 

also how the various 

“things” get connected to 

corporate systems for 

data acquisition and 

analysis, and ultimately 

for data display and 

activities......” 
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What started out as a way to improve the functioning of mobile devices through 
MBaaS has now emerged as an important step in achieving next generation 
Enterprise of Things (EoT) capabilities critical to making it possible for 
organizations to even consider the use of “things”. Newer generation MBaaS 
platforms have placed greater emphasis on the needs to integrate openly with a 
large number of disparate back end systems so prevalent in enterprises. While 
there are many mobile development solutions available (e.g., Kony, AppCelerator, 
Xamarin), it’s only recently that some of these solutions have been adding MBaaS 
components to their offerings. We believe that while this is a good first step, the 
majority of enterprises would be better served by implementing a non-proprietary 
MBaaS solution based on open back end services that also couples easily to any 
front end UI tools. 
 
The most important part of an MBaaS solution is how well it handles the myriad of 
APIs necessary to connect to corporate backend systems. Many API management 
solutions exist (e.g., Mashery, Apigee), but these are focused on managing rather 
than creating necessary APIs. Vendors such as FeedHenry (Red Hat), and Kinvey 
are providing tools to both manage and build the needed back end services on top 
of the MBaaS to easily create APIs. AnyPresence takes it one step further to 
create a separable platform for API creation, front end management/development 
and MBaaS features that are separately deployable and less lock-in oriented. It is 
critical that next generation EoT-ready systems be able to offer a full non-
proprietary solution stack to the complete mobile transaction no matter the device 
or back end. While not yet fully there, the market is rapidly moving in this direction 
and it is where enterprises should be focused when evaluating potential vendor 
solutions. 
 
Bottom Line: As we rapidly approach a world of EoT, it is imperative that 
companies focus not only on the mobile app at the front end client, but also how 
the various “things” get connected to corporate systems for data acquisition and 
analysis, and ultimately for data display and activities. If you can't make EoT 
connect to back end systems that run your business, why are you doing anything 
at all? 
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About J.Gold Associates, LLC. 

J.Gold Associates provides advisory services, syndicated research, strategic consulting 
and in-context analysis to help its clients make important technology choices and to enable 
improved product deployment decisions and go to market strategies. We work with our 
clients to produce successful new product strategies and deployments through workshops 
and reviews, business and strategic plan coaching and reviews, assistance in product 
selection and vendor evaluations, needs analysis, competitive analysis, and ongoing 
expertise transfer.  
 
J.Gold Associates provides its clients with insightful, meaningful and actionable analysis of 
trends in the computer and technology industries. We have acquired a broad based 
knowledge of the technology landscape and business deployment requirements, and bring 
that expertise to bear in our work. We cover the needs of business users in enterprise and 
SMB markets, plus focus on emerging consumer technologies that will quickly be re-
purposed to business use.  

 
We can provide your company with a trusted and expert resource to maximize your 
investments and minimize your risk. Please contact us to see how we can help you. 


